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VERMEER NET SIZES

ROLL WIDTH ROLL LENGTH

48 in (121.9 cm) 5,000 ft (1,524 m)

48 in (121.9 cm) 9,840 ft (3,000 m)

51 in (129.5 cm) 5,000 ft (1,524 m)

51 in (129.5 cm) 9,840 ft (3,000 m)

53 in (134.6 cm)* 9,840 ft (3,000 m)

64 in (162.6 cm) 7,000 ft (2,133 m)

64 in (162.6 cm) 8,800 ft (2,682 m)

67 in (170.1 cm) 7,000 ft (2,133 m)

67 in (170.1 cm) 8,000 ft (2,438 m)

Little net stretch with 

optimum net spread to cover 

square-shouldered bales from 

one side to the other.

Bales wrapped with Vermeer Net 

often keep their shape better and 

have squarer shoulders — making 

them more visually appealing, more 

efficient to stack and better able to 

withstand handling and hauling.

When using netwrap, 2-3 turns of the 

bale are necessary for an ideal bale 

wrap, compared to using twine, which 

requires at least eight revolutions. That 

equates to savings in time, labor, fuel 

and materials.

Strong netwrap, like Vermeer 

Net, can keep the bale wrapped 

tight. Tight and dense bales 

create improved water-shedding 

capabilities for reduced hay loss 

while storing hay. 

Vermeer Net can be used when 

baling wet and dry hay. Nine 

different sizes are available.  

Don’t own a yellow baler?  

No problem — Vermeer Net  

fits most balers.

Choosing Vermeer Net isn’t just about 

improving bale appearance. It’s an 

investment that helps protect the time 

and energy you’ve put into growing 

forage. Above all else, it’s a statement 

that says the nutritional quality of your 

bales is something worth protecting.

MOLDY BALES.
GOODBYE TO

WHEN MIKE LEVESCY 
SWITCHED TO VERMEER® NET, HE SAID

HIS SECOND-YEAR BALES ARE NOW 
BETTER PROTECTED.

Custom hay producer Mike Levescy likes to hold back 20% of his bale 
supply every year in case his area experiences a drought. His previous 
netwrap kept falling apart and rotting the bottom of his stored bales, but 
after switching to Vermeer Net, he doesn’t have that issue anymore. 

With Vermeer Net — made with heavy-duty, high-density polyethylene 
(HDPE) for maximum durability — Levescy can wrap a bale tight to shed 
more water for reduced hay loss while in storage. His second-year hay now 
has maximum protection and holds together when hauled to feed cattle.
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This brochure contains third-party observations, advice or experiences that do not 
necessarily reflect the opinions of Vermeer Corporation, its affiliates or its dealers. 
Testimonials and/or endorsements by customers in specific circumstances may not be 
representative of normal circumstances experienced by all customers. Individual results 
may vary based on care and operation of machine and crop and field conditions, which 
may adversely affect performance. Information was gathered from a third party who 
was advised his/her experience might be featured in marketing materials.  

Vermeer Corporation reserves the right to make changes in engineering, design and 
specifications; add improvements; or discontinue manufacturing at any time without 
notice or obligation.

Equipment shown is for illustrative purposes only and may display optional accessories 
or components specific to their global region. Please contact your local Vermeer dealer 
for more information on machine specifications.

Specifications, descriptions and illustrative material herein are as accurate as known 
at time of publication, but are subject to change without notice. Availability of some 
models and equipment builds varies according to the country in which the equipment 
is used.

Vermeer, the Vermeer logo and the Black, White and Green bale wrap color scheme 
(Vermeer Net) are trademarks of Vermeer Manufacturing Company in the U.S. and/or 
other countries. © 2021 Vermeer Corporation. All Rights Reserved.
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